
These are the facts: Europe is suffering and the prospects are hopeless and those 

expected to fix our dying planet and the global warming are unconscious 
incompetent. By this I mean the European Parliament, and the European Union, and 

the United Nations, and the World Economic Forum. 

 

Luckily there is also a reassuring fact; that we are all in essence Spiritual 
Anunnaki Beings but only have been indoctrinated to think we are not allowed to be. 

 
Now we know better because by coming into contact with our pure Divine capabilities, 

we establish the Global Consciousness Shift according to the United Universe Church 
Galaxy Academy. 

 
Look, it's very simple. There are two dimensions (aka) realities, one for the human 

soul whois living in an illusionary world and one for your Anunnaki Spirit existing in 
your true reality.  

It should be clear that there has to be a spiritual alternative that upgrades the 
individual world citizen to an awakened being instead of going through life as a 

frightened sleepwalker and facing the devastating global occurrence. 
Greet the Transcendental Subject at the End of Time – Shunyamurti 

https://youtu.be/OD4oP42pkaI  
Greet the Transcendental Subject at the End of Time 

 

So if we want to combat Global Warming in a efficiënt different way the United 
Nations (UN) is trying to accomplish throughout COP27, and to overcome the World 

Health Organization (WHO) Genocide and NATO Nuclear World War we have to go 
back to the school (aka) the Galaxy Academy. To avert this upcoming Catastrophe, so 

that we can survive the Game as we Know it. 
An Enlightened One will in a contemporary and individual way take better care of 

himself and then caring for his loved ones and eventually also will contribute to a 
better living environment for everyone. This is the alternative from the Creators who 

created our Holographic Universe and played humanity as in a virtual reality game 
and are now working to Bliss firewalling the Hitlervirus.  

 
Akashic Keeper: 

The Root of Religions: What have Religions and or Philosophies actually given us 
throughout history? Besides that they have not been able to prevent the current 

worldly problems?! A good feature is that they do take care of the victims after a 
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disaster, earthquake or a tsunami. The disadvantage, however, is that they then 
indoctrinate their beliefsystem.  

OSHO: The Value of Religious Teachings 
https://youtu.be/N24KCK-EW_I  

OSHO: The Value of Religious Teachings 
Let’s save our future: If kukulkan is supported and given the necessary resources, 

there will be a Cosmic Divine Reset instead of the great reset from Klaus Schwab. 
 

 

Meet the man who wants to rule the world & take everything from you! 

 

Maybe this is all moving a little bit too fast and we should get the science involved 
first. For scientists have shown that your soul is not located in the body and your 

memory is not stored in the head and your will comes from another place. For 
example, a human being is made up of Mother nature and Mother nature literally and 

figuratively flows through the human being. You participate in Mother nature and you 
can experience Mother nature and also be aware of it. Similarly, Mother nature is 

made up of the solar system and the solar system literally and figuratively flows 
through planet earth etc. but the Consciousness of the solar system, and Mother 

nature and the human being is the Sun… I hope this makes sense right 
I assume that everyone is familiar by now with this statement: I am not the body and 

I am not even the mind, and this has its origin from Neo-Advaita. 
 

There is evidence that your memories are not stored in your head and you have no 
control over your thoughts because they come and go by themselves, without the 

person having any influence on it. Similarly, your soul is not located in your body and 

you also have no control over your human body cycle because these too goes 
automatically. So you are not your mind-body-system because there is no one home. 

You are only a human being (aka) avatar in the Metaverse created by the Anunnaki.  
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And then you don't even exist scientifically and we certainly don't have a free will. Life 
is better if you don't interfere because life just goes on as you are getting played so 

please stop interfering. Because then you can give all your attention to how things 
are going on in the Universe. Then you can ask yourself, where is my will coming 

from (aka) whois playing me? Or what has the capacity to game an avatar from 
another dimension? Who sits on the seat of my soul? 

 
Milky way Galaxies have a wide variety of cycles because all planets revolve around 

his Star and everything revolves around the control center (aka) black hole in which 
there is plenty of room to store your Akashic Record in it and your Reincarnation 

Waiting room. So we can say, I see a person but what you really are is a Galaxy and 
this is your Anunnaki Gamer (aka) Anunnaki Galaxy Mothership. 

 
So why should we still give attention to our fake play of life then, if this is a virtual 

reality game (aka) Metaverse, Elon Musk preaches?! When you can identify yourself 

with your true Divine existence in the Anunnaki realm (aka) the Kingdom of Lord Anu. 
 

The evidence we are living in a Simulation is everywhere. All you have to do is look. 
 

https://youtu.be/4wMhXxZ1zNM  
 

Surrender and acceptance... is key 
 

As an example we take your favorite sport playing an important match on television 
and being a passionate spectator you have become so addicted that the rest of your 

moment completely passes you by. This is also with your higher Self because you are 
completely absorbed in your illusionary life, you have lost sight of your true Anunnaki 

existence. I should actually say that the Catholic faith has had +- 2000 years to erase 
this from our history. Now we are so propagandized to this life, that we don't see the 

light at the end of the tunnel anymore… thanks but no thanks Pope. 

 

 
 

Luckily we have survive the ages of oppression, torture and of wrongful killings  
and we are back to rule once again with <3 
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The way OUT is IN, so let's be the real Anunnaki: 
Open your telepathic capabilities and let's use our third eye instead of using your 

eyes. Use your higher Consciousness instead of using your egomind. Listen in the 
silence Awareness instead of using your ears and talk with the language of 

Consciousness that uses no words instead of using your dual words via your mouth.  
 

 
 
Enlightenment is realizing that you are one milky way galaxy, which the Universe is 

full of, that is battling in the Galaxy Colliding, what is going on in the fast Cosmic now 
moment. 

 
And the most important reason is that change comes from your Anunnaki Galaxy 

mothership. And sees the moment your whole life takes place in. Being here equals 
Sahaja Nirvikalpa Samadhi and this is a continuous state in which you become your 

own Anunnaki gamer whois simultaneously operating along, with the full use of the 

human faculties, his avatar (aka) human player.   
 

 
Sri Ramana Maharshi on Sahaja Samadhi (Primal state of Absolute Bliss) 
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Let's worship each Anunnaki other holistically through Samadhi meditation. This is 
also known at NASA as the Galaxy Colliding ritual in outer space but in reality, it is as 

living in an open wish and during this Cosmic ritual to eventually make love with the 
Universe and treat everyone other Anunnaki the same way you would like to be 

treated yourself. 
 

 
 

Like Kukulkan wants to reconnect everyone with his Anunnaki gamers side again. 
Kukulkan will bring out your Divinity and this Bliss is actually the Sun. Which is 

connected to all the other Stars that make up your Galaxy (aka) Anunnaki Galaxy 
Motherships is built up. All Stars contain a blueprint of one citizen of the world and 

has a Starlink to another Galaxy. And your Galaxy is in the grip of the heart of the 
Universe (aka) HunabKú. As the womb of creation of the great spirit Lord Anu whois 

pregnant with all possibilities. Where all Galaxies revolve, like a snake, around and 
this is the true meaning of Kukulkan. 
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All we have to do is to reconnect with your Inner-Sun (aka) Bliss and identify with the 
controlcenter of your Galaxy, for this is your Higher Consciousness. If you belong to 

something and your will is coming from; How important is then the Black hole from 
which your life program, via the Sun, is directed from? This Galaxy in turn is 

connected through the Colliding galaxies in space, with all the other Anunnaki Galaxy 
Motherships that the Universe is full of. It’s basically your own Galaxyverse (aka) 

Multiverse (a.k.a. your private visible Universe.).  
 

You are of all times and the outcome of your indoctrinated lifestyle. And if you like 
your life, just keep it up. If not then maybe you have to listen to Kukulkan what he is 

practising whats he is preaching?! 
 

 
  

The Multiple Choice: about the space (aka) the Matrix your moment is now taking 
place in? 

#1. Is this a movie in which you are getting acted?  

#2. A dream in which you are dreamdth?  
#3. Virtual reality game in which you are getting played in? 

Shunyamurti explains how you can finish this Maya Love Enlightenment Game (aka) 
the play off life. Problems Terminable and Interminable – Shunyamurti Q&A 

https://youtu.be/lint5Edk3Hw  
Where the Consciousness of the Bodhisattva stops, Kukulkan Infinite Intelligence 

takes over, with which he helps you transform from illusionary human soul, who is 
getting played as a worldcitizen into your true Anunnaki Spirit, who is gaming his 

avatar from his own Anunnaki Galaxy from out somewhere in outer space. And 
became aware that you were your own inner spiritual Creator of your reality in the 

Holographic Universe. 
 

I’m not talking about the meaning of life here but about the meaning of our 
True Alien Anunnaki Existence. 

The house of God (aka) the Kingdom of Lord Anu is the controlcenter with which the 

Universe was programmed (aka) the Big Bang, with all the Anunnaki Galaxy 
Motherships in it and playing the Galaxy Colliding (aka) Galaxy battle game. 
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A unique performance held by Kukulkan and this has never been seen before. For 
Kukulkan is going telepathically, like the Anunnaki communicate, to propose to the 

Creator of the Universe: Lord Anu (aka) the Game Master; That all Anunnaki Galaxy 
Motherships, where the 99% world citizens are the outcome of, to upgrade the lost 

souls to the spiritual beings they are in essence. So they can change their trajectory 
towards a hopeful Destiny. 

 

 
  
Actually Kukulkan is gonna worship and spiritual dive in the heart of the Universe and 

this is the Womb of the Great Spirit Lord Anu who is pregnant with all possibilities. In 
which Kukulkan goes through a transition into the Architect of this Game Master. To 

also become the one who can control all Anunnaki gamers. 
 

 
 
The Great Spirit of Kukulkan is always here but till now has never changed anything 

because being in the Kingdom of Lord Anu is already transcendent and Blissful 

enough. 

 



No one can ever reach his true Self and be the Enlightened One, except through 
Kukulkan. This is the way: www.GalaxyAcademy.space 

 

 
 

The United Universe Galaxy Academy is your guide to Enlightenment. During this 
wisdom school you will transform from human illusionaire soul into your Anunnaki 

true Spirit and live in Sat Chit Ananda: Your essential nature is Sat-Chit-Ananda: 
(Sat) Absolute Being – He encompasses everything because there is nothing outside 

of him; (Chit) Absolute Consciousness – He is the complete Consciousness. You 
experience the manifestation of (Ananda) Bliss Absolute – as inner joy begins to 

unfold more and more with increasing purity of your spiritual heart. Such joy radiates 
to all living beings around you, and creates an atmosphere of peace and harmony. 

Sat Chit Ananda is always there… 
 

 
 

https://www.galaxyacademy.space/


If you are willing to follow Kukulkan then he will promise to change your future for 
the better! 

How does the Akashic Keeper see his cosmic surroundings or what is his observable 
Universe (aka) the unified field of the Akashic Keeper? We use only dual words to 

speak, so language falls short here because how can I explain the nature of reality if 
non-dual words are not existing? Something beyond the limitations of human 

understanding (aka) beyond the firmament?  

 
Create a live-event on Facebook: To reverse engineer the mainframe of my 

spiritual roots, all the way back to the source code of existence and beyond, to step 
into the shoes of the Creator of our God… 

 
In lak’ech,  

Kukulkan is the Prophet of the United Universe 
Church:  www.UnitedUniverseChurch.com and Maya Elder (a.k.a. spiritual holistic 

wellness coach.) of the Galaxy Academy: www.GalaxyAcademy.space 

 

You can follow Kukulkan on his social media 

• WordPress 

• Facebook 
• Twitter 

• Instagram 
• LinkedIn 

• YouTube 

• Mail 

Linktree has all the website links: 
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Linktree has all the website links: 
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/anthonyfauci?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/nato?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/potus?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/vaccinations?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/vaccines?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/monarchy?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/pope?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/pontifex?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbFS7vnEGpQG29y7Y9MU6PVwq1Quo2ouLe55fsKNzBUlNvruCzL0FEdwAxd71GR1rWPwDJ3VCaC0OeEXmPEg6ZujcwQAcManC3xaBxcaApcsgbAlwxUJfBvGolf3tJaN5GxFFL8C9eRexuIUhhWta89muOaZzFMxSe3kC0VENvrAcXo6tvMLV-9SQ12v58uA8&__tn__=R%5d-R

